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I

t is with great pleasure that I introduce myself as the new editor of ArtSpace.
I feel incredibly excited to embark on this new adventure of learning more
about the art scene in Leamington and its many artists.
Welcome to our special twentieth anniversary issue of ArtSpace dedicated
entirely to our members’ work. We would like to thank each artist for their
commitment to this project – ArtSpace certainly would not be the same if it were
not for the dedication and support of our members. For your convenience, we
have arranged entries in alphabetical order. Furthermore, the names in bold found
on the last page of this issue indicate the members whose work is featured in the
previous pages.
Leamington Studio Artists is a charity founded in 1998 with the aim of
providing the many artists of Leamington Spa with an opportunity to exhibit
their work. ArtSpace was envisioned as a journal to help LSA realise its vision
of promoting the work of its members and informing its readers of the art scene
in the region. As LSA grew, it found accommodation and exhibition space in the
North Hall, Spencer Yard and then moved on to the Old Art Gallery and Art School,
Avenue Road. Later LSA moved into Regent Court, by the Town Hall, in the centre
of town and more recently East Lodge in Jephson Gardens has become its base.
Issue 34 of ArtSpace was the first produced in full colour, increasing its scope
and appeal.
The ArtSpace editorial team is delighted with Clive Richards’ design concept
for marking this important twenty-year milestone with an issue that showcases
exclusively the work of members. We have been overwhelmed by the fantastic
response to our call for entries and we hope readers will enjoy looking at the
work exhibited in these pages as much as the ArtSpace team has enjoyed
receiving it and ‘hanging’ it in the ‘gallery space’ that is this issue.
Thanks are due to Tony Cartwright for providing his photographic skills in
capturing for reproduction many of the exhibits on show here. Acknowledgement
is also due to Malcolm Waterhouse who continues to provide on a pro bono
basis the pre-press digital expertise of his firm, Magenta, a service necessary for
delivering the high production values so often admired in ArtSpace and especially
well demonstrated in this issue.
We were extremely pleased with the enthusiasm members expressed for
the approach taken for this special edition and would like to mention that we
consider the potential of producing such an issue on a regular basis. We would
be most interested to hear from LSA members any reflections on this special
issue and whether the opportunity to showcase work in similar style in future
publications would be welcome. As always, we would also welcome ideas for
articles and reviews of exhibitions, so please do not hesitate to get in touch with
me at the email address provided below.
I hope you will find this special edition of ArtSpace exhibiting the creativity
of our members inspiring and enjoyable.

ISSN: 1754-9612
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Erratum
The ArtSpace Editorial Board apologises that in
the article on page 4 of ArtSpace 46 the LSA Open
Photography exhibition images Floral Delight and
Digital Cameo should have been attributed to
Jane Michelle Adams, not Jane Michelle Williams.
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Matthew Allton
2

matthewallton.co.uk

Silver Soup Spoons
(October 2015)
30 x 30 cm
Water mixable oil paints on
Arches Huile paper

Since 1994, my works have been shown in
California, Frankfurt, Glasgow & London
galleries. My sculptures are inspired by
aerodynamics, flowing contours, and
mechanical objects.
Clients have praised me on my focus on
delivering quality, and exceeding their
requirements. I involve you, the client, in the

whole process of honing the unique work of
art for you to cherish.
I combine digital design and engineering,
with traditional craftsmanship at my
workshop studio. My artworks are created in
wood, metal and composite materials.
Get in touch & let’s discuss your aesthetic
requirements, to own your piece of
“elegantly engineered art with soul”.
jonnyambrose.com

Langheck (Aerodynamic Flow, Type 004)
(October 2017)
9 x 110 x 18 cm
Sculpture in steam-bent oak and chromed
steel on an iroko plinth

Jonny Ambrose

I create elegant sculptural art forms,
bespoke trophies, and centrepiece lighting
– for company boardrooms, private clients’
homes and offices.
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Jane Archer
4

Although completed and sold a couple of
years ago, this painting marked a turning
point for me, giving me the confidence to
consider myself an artist.
janearcherart.co.uk

Magnolia Take Flight
(May 2015)
78 x 97 cm
Watercolour

Islands
(2016)
76 x 66 cm
Acrylic on paper

Heather Bailey

heatherbaileyart.co.uk

5

Elizabeth Ballantine
6

Variation on Tulipa ‘Estella Rijnveld’
(2016)
30.5 x 23 cm
Watercolour

Helen Ballantyne
Newbold Pond
50 x 70 cm

7

Marvene Baxter
8

How to Weigh a Parrot
(1985)
73.6 x 55.8 cm
Pencil and graphite on paper

Anthousai
(2017)
33 x 50 cm
Oil on canvas

Katia Bellini

katiabellini.com

9

Meryl Blake
10

Falling Colours
(Summer 2016)
60 x 71 cm
Digital

My pictures are my own interpretation of
flora and fauna, original drawings enhanced
with beads, feathers and a touch of colour.
Some pieces are available as prints now and
greetings cards but mostly framed originals.

Inspirations from a Folly Garden –
Biramous Butterfly and Caterpillar
(2017)
30 x 21 cm
Original ink drawing embellished
with feathers and beads

Helen Brookes

Folly Garden artwork has evolved through
the love of nature observed in my garden
and the wild.
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Sonia Bublaitis
12

I am an abstract artist and love to work in
various mediums but my preferred medium
is Perspex as it allows the light to shine
through. I find art a wonderful way to
express what I sense and feel!
sonia-bublaitis.co.uk

Nature’s Energies
(2014)
50 x 100 cm
Mixed media on Perspex

It can be angry or still yet we play in it and
on it, fish it, and travel through it. However,
when it lifts up its voice, we had better
beware of it!

Gill Buick

I had such fun painting this. After all, the
ocean is fascinating, vast and powerful, who
can tame it?

Facebook: Gill Buick’s Art Page

Ocean’s Roar
(2017)
60 x 60 cm
Oils

13

Jan Bunyan
14

This was painted in a workshop led by
Ashley Hanson where we took a Diebenkorn
painting as a starting point for further
exploration and the development of a
companion painting.

Homage to Diebenkorn
50 x 70 cm
Oil

James Callaghan
Magnolia Take Flight
(It was created in Antigua in 2011)

15

Marie Calvert

I paint expressive and imaginative paintings
of sea, sky and land, mainly inspired by the
wild coast around St Ives, as well as my
current series of Norwegian landscapes.
I am moved by the light, colour and fleeting
effects of weather as it moves across the
land. I paint in acrylic, oil, or mixed media,
using whatever I feel drawn to as I respond
to the place. For my ‘day job’ I am an Arts
Psychotherapist and am very interested in
the creative process, both in my work with
clients, and in my own own painting.
mariecalvert.co.uk
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Sea Drizzle
(2017)
20 x 20 cm
Oil on card

From the poem Brighton Beach
by Willow Moon Pearce
tonycartwright.com

Beach of Pebbles
(2011)
20 x 35 cm
Photographic print, pigment inks on
Hahnemuehle cotton rag paper

Tony Cartwright

The beach of pebbles – no sand here
Always crowded with screaming children
Others wedged into rental deck chairs
Elderly men with knotted handkerchiefs
Covering their bald spots.

17

Roger Chamley
18

Hi to all my friends!
Just a short note to give you a little of my
background in art.
Born into a farming family 75 years ago in
the village of Brownshill Green near to the
city of Coventry, I’ve painted most, if not all,
my life.
In my early years painting and drawing
horses was a passion of mine that to
this day still holds strong and true. Over

Study of Two Percheron Greys
(June 2017)
50 x 70 cm
Oil on canvas

the years I have honed my skills in many
different styles and subjects, from Equine to
Marine and Portrait work.
I teach master class in the old style of the
greats, often inspired by Vermeer, Stubbs,
Landseer, plus the Dutch Marine masters.
Please do have a look at my Facebook page
Roger Chamley Fine Art, and Roger Chamley
phone 02476505349
Facebook: Roger Chamley Fine Art

An Apple A Day series – a social diary of
current affairs on 365 sculpted ceramic
apples. Each apple is given a name, some
apples are merely decorative, others are
topics of global politics and pop culture.
Forty of her apples received a joint 2nd
place in the 2017 International Arts & Crafts
Design awards.

The series all started when her son asked for
a 64 gigabyte Apple iPhone, she presented
him with three apples – 64 gigabyte, Charger
Included and Touch ID. Since then, she
could not stop making apples.
jennychanartworks.com
instagram.com/jennychanartworks

Cosy
Charger Included
Coral
Hair Knots
Starry, Starry Night
part of the 365 An Apple A Day series
(2017)
7 to 9 cm in height
Stoneware porcelain clay

Jenny Chan

Hong Kong born, Warwick-based ceramicist,
Jenny’s work is one-of-a-kind decorative
pieces. Her work is detailed and delicate.

19

David Chantrey
20

Dave started taking photographs for fun,
with a camera he inherited from his father.
It had moving needles, manual focus and
a manual film advance. These days he
uses slightly more modern gear, but still
takes photographs mostly for pleasure.
Bright, saturated colour, strong shapes
and repetition, and abstraction through
the selection of small details are recurring
themes in his pictures. Many of his

Modern Day Presidential
(2017)
50 x 50 cm (mounted)
Photographic print

photographs feature Leamington and the
surrounding area, however, Modern Day
Presidential was taken on his travels in
North America.
davidchantreyphotography.com

guychapman.co.uk

At the End of the Garden
(December 2017)
21 x 29.7 cm
Pen and ink

Guy Chapman

This is the 3rd image from the ‘toadstool’
range. Filled with hidden objects as usual!

21

JM Cheary
22

Anemones
(June 2017)
68 x 50 cm
Watercolour

Daddy and Me
(January 2018)
59.5 x 59.5 cm
Oil on canvas

Lucy Crowley

This painting explores my memories of and
relationship to my father who died when I
was 8 years old which is now 54 years ago.
Also I suppose, I was thinking about his
relationship to me as his first born and his
feelings towards me. I have worked from
a black and white photograph. Usually my
work is more abstract and is inspired by
flowers and is about colour, pattern and the
actual process of painting. So working from
photographs is a new departure for me.

23

Gilbert Csecs
24

Hell
(January 2014)
121.9 x 182.8 cm
Oils

“Sometimes l fall flat on my face but
sometimes l am excited by the result. The
images come into my head, the problem is
interpreting them in a colourful and attention
grabbing way!”

Catching the Breeze
50 x 40 cm
Mixed media

JM Cummins

Jane is self-taught. She works in mixed
media including collage and likes taking
risks in her approach to her work.
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Simon Cunliffe
26

Based in Leamington Spa, UK, I paint
mainly in oils. Having always loved ambling
through the countryside, fascination with the
changing seasons has always provided the
main focus of attention for me.
The painting entitled Summertime is an
attempt to capture nature’s renewal of
growth and energy after the dormant weeks
of winter. Executed when the cow parsley
was in full bloom, and the brightest greens
could be seen in the meadows and rapidly
thickening tree canopies. Shafts of pure

Summertime
(June 2015)
26 x 30 cm
Oil on canvas board

light filter through overhanging vegetation,
scattering white jewel-like patterns on the
darkest parts of the woodland floor.
The painting is based on a view to the
east of Leamington, on the north bank of
the river, in a managed woodland area
of Newbold Comyn.
sdcpaintings.co.uk

Laurence J Curtis
Ark and Core
(2017)
45 x 25 x 33 cm
Glazed and fired clay

27

Phyllis Davies
28

I work in both paint and textiles, on
occasions combining the two. My textiles
feed off my paintings and in turn the
paintings feed off the textiles. The way
materials are used is an essential part of my
work as richness of surface is important.
Colour is also a vital ingredient. In this
painting I have used strong colour as tone
to give the painting an idea of Venice –
exuberant and swathed in light.
phyllisdavies.com

Santa Maria della Salute, Venice
(2016)
70 x 70 cm
Acrylic on canvas

Honfleur Reflections
(2017)
45 x 60 cm
Acrylic

Mélanie Dearing

Painted in a mad moment with my knife
which was the perfect width for the tall
narrow buildings, then add the water line
then repeat upside down et voilà.

29

John Devane
30

This picture was selected for the 2018
Columbia Threadneedle Prize and exhibited
at the Mall Galleries 31 Jan–17 Feb 2018.
Deliberately ambiguous in intention, the
image of the girl covering her face is an
image of vulnerability and although the title
alludes to sadness, it might also be read as
an image of someone laughing or in a state
of euphoria.
Weeping Woman was in part inspired by
the painting by Picasso of the same title:
Weeping Woman. Paris, October 26, 1937,
oil on canvas (60 x 49 cm) Zervos IX, 73.
Private collection, England.

Weeping Woman
(2017)
143 x 114 cm
Oil on canvas

tonygdobson.wordpress.com
Instagram: tench1947

Deserted
(2016)
66 x 41 cm
Beeswax encaustic art

Tony Dobson

Being an encaustic artist means I paint
with beeswax (used over 2,500 years ago)
my basic tools are a soldering iron (called
a stylus) and tips I have bought or made
myself. I paint on canvas, glass, wood, card.

31

Chris Doherty
32

Describing the powerful movement and
light of water and skies is everything to me.
The impossibility of capturing this is
almost impossible making every piece of
work unique.
chrisdohertyart.com

Into the Distance
(February 2018)
70 x 99 cm
Acrylic

Call
(2018)
102 x 102 cm
Mixed media on linen

Alan Dyer

My work uses a technique based on
Freudian psychoanalysis. I don’t subscribe
directly to Freudian theory but I use the
free-association process as a way of
externalising material that allows chance
and accident to occur. Overall, the
context and method are controlled but
within the general process I try to find a
balance between randomness and control
that transfers much of the meaning or
interpretation to the viewer. Put crudely, it’s
serious doodling with a purpose.

33

Brian Edden
34

It never ceases to amaze me how art in its
many forms and facets can stimulate the
subconscious and distant memories long
forgotten. How I am guided through the
learning process as if by unseen hands,
both exhilarating and sometimes frustrating,
but you must have faith. Who knows what
tomorrow brings? Who knows what the
blackbird sings? We are in the hands of
time as surely as the sun will shine, as
surely as the rain will fall the hand of fate
will guide us all.

Going Round the Mountain

I love the learning process, to create
something that is absolutely unique is
amazing. Art is a passion which we will
have for the rest of our lives and for many
it is their life.
Keep Art in your heart my friends. Many
thanks to LSA for your devotion and
your inspiration.

Ryan Edden
The March Hare
(August 2017)
42 x 29.7 cm
Coloured pencil

35

Clive Engwell
36

Inspired by artists like Zoffany, who
painted amazing multi-portraits without
the aid of a camera, I wanted to have a go
at painting a small group of my family at
a birthday celebration in their garden one
summer afternoon.
Not good likenesses but recognisable!
biggegg.co.uk

The Garden Party
(September 2015)				
55 x 45 cm			
Acrylic on canvas

merely as a means of exploring the
tricks of memory and recall. They have a
compelling quality that draws you back again
and again. Mo Enright’s work has received
many prizes and awards and can be found
in collections in England, Ireland, Scotland,
Wales, France, Germany, Canada, Australia,
Ethiopia and Russia.

This painting deals with the plight of the
Monarch butterfly.

in Mexico has reached its lowest level in
two decades because of illegal logging of
the Oyamel trees. The Oyamel is a major
species of evergreen on which the Monarch
butterflies spend approximately four months
overwintering. They migrate to the very same
place and the very same tree as their greatgreat grandparents did before them.

For generations this beautiful creature has
fought and won the battle for life against
the elements but now it is up against an
even greater enemy – Man. Sadly, the
Monarch butterfly is steadily losing its right
for existence as major hibernating colonies
have been lost due to the destruction of
their trees. Loss of overwintering habitat

Mo Enright is listed in Who’s Who In Art.
Please visit the website to find out about
other galleries, exhibitions and reviews.

Mo Enright

Mo Enright BA (Hons), MA, NS, International
Artist-Painter, was born and raised in the
beautiful National Park area of the Hambleton
Hills in North Yorkshire. After graduating with
a BA (Hons) in Fine Art, went on to gain an
MA in the History of Art & Design and was
then invited as a visiting lecturer in Fine Art
at the UCE Birmingham. Due to the heavy
workload of commissions and exhibitions,
Mo now works full-time in a studio in the
Midlands. Oil on canvas is the premier choice
media for the paintings, portraying a subject
matter of intrigue and mystery informed
by childhood memories. The works are not
presented as a topographical likeness but

mo-enright.me.uk

Monarch was the winner of the
‘People’s Choice’ in the LSA Open 2015

Monarch
122 x 153 cm
Oil on canvas

37

Barrie Etter

Holidaying in the Outer Hebrides-North
Uists, went for a paddle and was struck
by the light catching the ripples on the
water and the near white sand beneath.
The pictures don’t do the painting justice
as there is texture and sparkle if positioned
properly. The fish? Oh, they came out of
a hidey-hole whilst drying my feet. This
painting is available at Art in the Park 2018.
sotegallery.biz/barrie-etter.html
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Brandon Marsh Solitude
(2017)
40.6 x 50.8 cm
Acrylic on canvas board unframed

Twisted Rose was based on a metaphor
used at the end of the therapy, Mac
described himself as a “Rose; growing but
still carrying the scars of his past.”
andyfarr.com

Twisted Rose
(February 2018)
120 x 60 cm
Oil, acrylic and graphite on canvas

Andy Farr

Twisted Rose is the first in a series of
paintings being created by Andy Farr. Each
will be inspired by a personal account of
post traumatic growth. Supported by Arts
Council England, the first exhibition of these
paintings will be at the Institute of Mental
Health, Nottingham, in September and then
on tour through 2019. Some of the works
will be on display in Andy’s Studio as part of
Warwickshire Open Studios.

39

Wendy Freeman
40

Painting is a driving force of physical
engagement. A spontaneous combustion,
deeply inspired by listening to modern jazz.

Loop Hole
  
(2016)
15 x 15 cm
Acrylic on canvas

In this painting I was drawn to how the
arc of the harbour was dissected by the
mooring lines for the boats. I then further
emphasized the sweep of the harbour by
distorting the curve.
janettegeorge.co.uk

Mousehole Harbour, Cornwall
(Spring 2017)
80 x 60 cm
Oil on canvas

Janette George

I am drawn to expressing places where the
light and colour interact to provide beauty
– wide expansive skies, the hues of nature,
reflections in water, textures and layers. I
love how colour can be built up and blended
from its constituents. Working with oils, you
can create the depth and levels of colour,
constantly blending and mixing the paint to
produce the hue and texture needed.
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Carolyn Gifford
42

I was introduced to David M Martin’s work
by Phyllis Davies, and this is the second
multi-viewpoint table top I’ve done. Now
aged 95, he has rather more experience (and
skill) than I have, but they’re an interesting
challenge to undertake.

Round Table Meeting
(November 2017)
60 x 60 cm
Oil

The theme of the sculpture is about the
emotional turmoil of a young male and
the acceptance of responsibility, fired by
marriage and parenthood. The top of the
sculpture shows parents and child, below
depicts in abstract form confusion.

Human and natural forms dominate my view
of sculpture, speaking and listening shows
how we relate to a wider sculptural world.
As we observe and touch these forms
we are encouraged to think as a sculptor,
communicating with chisel and mallet or by
word and pitch.
We all need a platform to speak from that
relates to human and natural forms.

Growth
(1985)
H46 x W23 x D23 cm
Composite material

Cyril H Ginn

The work explores the struggle to maturity,
suffered by plant and human alike. When
in life they blossom, they live again in
pastures new.
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Jo Goode
44

“The quiet stillness of the scene is
occasionally broken by exhaled clouds of
steamy breath and the sudden jangle of
bridles as the pair toss their heads, impatient
for their next passenger.”

Shadwell Repose
(1990)
40 x 50 cm

This piece was in response to a brief about
what ‘Home’ means to you. Although I’ve
never lived there, my first visit to Western
USA had such a profound impact on me. It
felt as if I belonged there, as if my soul had
come home.

continuing to paint throughout. Happily
I now create art full-time. I named my
business ‘This Is My Art and Soul’ as part
of my soul goes into every piece I produce
and equally the process of painting feeds my
soul. I paint a diverse range of subjects and
welcome commissions.
thisismyartandsoul.co.uk
Facebook: thisismyartandsoul

I have always loved art, studying it for
A-level and Foundation Diploma, then a
Degree in Visual Communication. I worked
in advertising as an Art Director for 12 years,

Where My Soul Is At Home
(October 2017)
40 x 30 cm
Acrylic on canvas

Lynne Gougeon

I love nature. Big skies, wide open spaces.
The drama of contrasts, shapes and bold
colours. My paintings are filled with them.

45

Dianne Greenway
46

The picture shows farmland near the village
where I live in South Warwickshire and was
based on walks and photographs taken
during the extreme snowfall in the winter
of 2010/11. New pink nylon twine held
together a striking geometry of gates and
showed brightly against the trammelled snow
and ancient ridge and furrow (known as
lands) receding in the thickening mist. One of
a series on contemporary farm landscape.
artistsinfo.co.uk/diannegreenway

Pink Twine
(February 2017)
56 x 48 cm
Pastel

Through meditation, mindfulness and
spiritual awakening souls recognise their
inner light and move into it. Letting go of
fear, judgement and resentments, truly
seeing the beauty our Universe presents.
Taking conscious actions with the energy of
love and gratitude shaping positive, magical
outcomes: affecting others, sweeping them
along on the vibrational shift.

The faces in the painting represent the
souls coming into the light. The background
depicts energy and vibrations surrounding
them with vivid vitality. Within the vibrations
are shapes/figures of others being swept
along on these vibrations of love and
gratitude; from those who have come into
the light and are consciously living in the
here and now.

Sam Hall

Consciously present, alive to the now
Overflowing with love, compassion and joy
Presently filled with peace and gratitude
Consciously present, enjoying the moment.

artbysamhall.co.uk

Into the Light II  
(December 2017)
40 x 100 cm
Oil on canvas
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Kusuma Dawn Hart
48

This photograph is part of a project
exploring the death of flowers as a
transformation process. Life seems forever
flowing and permanent but that is just our
perception of it. Nothing is permanent, life is
in a constant state of change. We will always
be coming from somewhere and going
somewhere, even in death. As the petals
fade and turn to dust, I am reminded that I
will also one day return to dust. Scattered
on the wind we become part of the universal
energy once more. There is no beginning
and there is no ending.
kusuma.co.uk

Dying Anemone
(April 2016)
30.4 x 20.3 cm
Studio still life photographic print with
digitally enhanced background

As I usually paint coastal images for West
Country galleries, this has been a welcome
departure!
clairehenleyart.co.uk

Through the Crane, Wapping Docks, Bristol
(February 2018)
Framed 44 x 44 cm
Mixed media

Claire Henley

I’ve recently started being represented by
the Portside Gallery in Bristol and have
relished tackling new subject matter such
historical boats and dockside paraphernalia.

49

Linda Henry
50

Marrakech IV
(2016)
60 x 60 cm
Collage and acrylic

Decoupage Anemones
(January 2016)
43 x 53 cm
Ink drawing decoupaged

Sarah Horne

sarahhornebotanicals.com
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Stevie Horton
52

steviehortonartist.wordpress.com

Brown Flight
(February 2018)
20 x 20 cm
Acrylic on canvas narrow box canvas

Sukhbir Hothi

“Sign of hope.”
sukhbirhothi.com

Million Gestures
(2013)
127 x 101.6 cm
Oil
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Meurig Hughes
54

I am a Leamington based artist whose
overriding passion is the world of Art. I enjoy
working with other artists, encouraging them
along their creative journey and helping them
to promote their work.

My painting She’s Out There – Somewhere
evokes a personal sense of deep loss, the
ephemeral nature of our beautiful life on
earth, and the hope of peaceful times ahead.
You can delve into more of my work at:

Greatly inspired by mother, I enjoy
experimenting in a wide range of media.
The eclectic style of my brave and bold works
is in keeping with Pablo Picasso’s assertion
that, “Everything you can imagine is real.”

hughescreative.co.uk.

She’s Out There – Somewhere
(2014)
21 x 30 cm
Acrylic on canvas

Libby January
Multiple Choice
(2017)
50 x 70 cm
Pastel and pencil on tracing paper collage
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Peter Jewel
56

Red Sky, painted in summer 2017, is based
on a scene from the tiny island of St Agnes,
Isles of Scilly, where there are no roads or
street lights. Surrounded by the Atlantic, with
its seabirds and seals, with big skies, one
is very close to the elements, in touch with
the awesome power of nature, and also its
vibrant tranquility. It is this latter feeling that
the painting attempts to convey.

Red Sky
46 X 36 cm
Acrylic on canvas

bryanbkellyart.com

The Red House
(2017)
76 x 51 cm
Oil on canvas

Bryan B Kelly

The Red House suggests a fairytale
enchantment, but with a subtle sinister
undertone of what might be hidden. This
original oil painting won first prize in the
Rugby Annual Open 2017. Bryan works from
his studio in East Lodge, Leamington Spa.
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Usha Khosla
58

The inspiration for my ceramics comes from
the vitality and contrasts of landscapes
round the world. I work from photographs,
and to depict the colours and textures found
in rock formations is particularly challenging.
The pots are hand built using diverse
techniques and fired in an electric kiln to
1270c. The colours are painted on in several
layers using slips, oxides and glazes. I try to
create 3D paintings with a different view as

Canadian Rockies Landscape
(2017)
20 x 20 x 20 cm
Stoneware clay

the pot is turned around. Many pieces are
fired several times with more details added
to achieve the desired result. The whole
process is very labour intensive and the
outcome unpredictable, which keeps
me going.
studio-pottery.co.uk

mythological and ritualistic themes.
Drawings such as Paris, Adam and
Narcissus conjure up mythical associations
and narratives while remaining both
archetypal and universal in their character.

The new drawings continue her intense
examination of the isolated human head,
while adding suggestions of background
landscape forms. These background features
provide additional elements of location and a
sense of mystery and ambiguity.

The new drawings show that Alison has
continued to extend her familiar imagery
while enriching the context within which
her figures are located. She has also
continued to intensify the physicality of her
drawings along with the distinctive torn and
fragmented surfaces which have always
been a defining feature of her work.

In her new work, using the human figure,
Alison has returned to suggestions of

Narcissus
(2017)
156 x 125 cm
Charcoal and pastel on paper

Alison Lambert

Alison Lambert is considered one of the
foremost British figurative artists with recent
works added to collections of the British
Museum, V&A Museum, Pallant House and
the Minneapolis Institute of Art.
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Rob Lavers
60

Hayle Bay at Dusk, Polzeath, North Cornwall
(August 2017)
24 x 46 cm
Photograph

experimenting with different ideas, and
using many different media. I do not
have a certain type, and I can be rather
random. But I’m enjoying the freedom of
not being restricted.
artbyjulielaw.co.uk
Facebook: artbyjulielaw

Rupert Rabbit
(June 2017)
30 x 20 cm
Watercolour and pens

Julie Law

I am a self-taught artist and I work in many
different mediums. I began doing arty things
with my children when they were younger.
As two of my five children have autism,
they enjoyed relaxing with clay or paints, as
there was no right or wrong. Being creative
seemed to be natural to them. Talking using
drawing and painting helped them express
themselves. As they grew up I just carried
on with the art and photography, and began
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Andrew Lawrence
62

London re-imagined is my take on our great
capital city in its numerous guises – glamour,
vibrancy, diversity and, for some, misery.
I have brought together what I feel are all
the most iconic buildings and some other
images of London but, in the words of Eric
Morecambe, “not necessarily in the right
order.” It is the fifth in my series of Cities
re-imagined. The others are Birmingham,
Coventry, Liverpool, Manchester and I’m
currently working on Warwick. Some of my

London Re-imagined
(December 2017)
90 x 60 cm
Acrylic

friends have suggested that my fascination
with re-imagining or interpreting cities may
be connected with my former profession
as a town planner. That may be true. I love
looking beneath the surface of cities and I
love to paint what I find there.
vividbrush.com

I once saw. The building is now sadly
neglected, but if lit creatively by night could
resemble an ocean liner. The architect was
William Thomas, who designed Lansdown
Crescent and Lansdown Circus, amongst
many other buildings.
ukartistsonline.com

Victoria Terrace, Leamington Spa
(2010)
100 x 30 cm
Acrylic and inks on canvas

David Lewis

This painting was a development of an
earlier image in gouache and ink, produced
for the former Wetherspoons pub at the
bottom of town by All Saints Church. They
were looking for work by local artists and
approached LSA. The painting is still there
in the bar. I was struck by the dramatic
crystalline shadow shapes cast in early
morning sunlight across the facade,
reminding me of a slice of metallic zinc
photographed under an electron microscope
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Tony Leydon
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Pasarela de Malaga
80 x 100 cm
Mixed media

He currently lives and works in Solihull
as a full-time artist and tutor, exhibiting
throughout the UK, with works held in
numerous private collections.
nicklogan.co.uk

The same year, he received the NS
MacFarlane Charitable Trust Award (RGI)
and was also shortlisted for the DLA
Award (Sarah Myerscough).

Nick Logan

Following a BTEC National Diploma
UCE Birmingham in 1998 Nick Logan
acquired his BA (Hons) in Fine Art – Drawing
and Painting at the Glasgow School of Art in
2003, with a sell out degree show.

Dynamic, textured, colourful and varied,
his preferred medium is oil painting,
with a key focus on interiors, landscapes
and portraiture.

20 Minute Life Drawing
(January 2018)
42 x 29.7 cm
Charcoal on paper
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Peter Lovelock
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April 2017 was an amazing month in
Cornish woodland. The buds on Beech
and Birch trees seemed to be even more
beautiful than usual. Their shape, colour
and marking were beguiling and entrancing.
I found myself drawn towards them week
after week in an effort to capture the
fascination I experienced. This image is an
impression of my reactions rather than a
literal representation of the subject.
Aspects of my work are becoming more
abstract. My growing interest in shape and
colour, almost regardless of the subject,
is clear to see.                                                                                                              

Emergent XV
(April and October 2017)
30 x 25 cm
Fine art photographic image

Technique – 3 images blended together
including one (Alexander Plant), with some
Intentional Camera Movement (ICM).                      
                                                                                                                   
Emergent: Adjective – in the process of
coming into being or becoming prominent,
beginning, arising, dawning, budding,
promising, potential.

Her works are for sale and she takes
commissions.

Lis gives talks and runs workshops in a
variety of subjects and exhibits widely,
regularly taking part in Art Weeks and
Open Studios, as well as being a member
of The Church Lane Gallery co-operative
in Banbury.

ismanndesigns.com

View with Asters was created in July 2017
and was part of the Warwickshire Open
Studios exhibition at Upton House.

View with Asters
(2017)
20 x 28 cm
Mixed media

Lis Mann

Lis has a diploma in Art and Design and
Textiles and a BA (Hons) and MA in Fine Art.
She is a multimedia artist who, alongside
other mediums uses textile, paint and clay to
create 2D and 3D works. Her Art Pieces are
in collections in the UK and abroad.
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Noreen Mason
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My subject matter is wide, rich and varied.
But one requirement it must possess is –
‘attitude’ or ‘quirkiness’. This I found in
abundance when I started working with The
Knights of Middle England, a leading jousting
team, they re-enact history and perform far
and wide, including Warwick Castle. They are
vibrant and most important to me; they ride
beautiful horses [I love horses!].
I use the history, the armour, the drapery, the
elegance, the pageantry, and the landscape
in the same contemporary way they perform.

The Magnificent Pear
(2017)
60 x 45 cm
Oil on canvas

kjmatthews.co.uk

Two Trees at Compton Verney
(March 2018)
10 x 15 cm
Reduction linocut print

Kay Matthews

This work is inspired by one of my
photographs which I took last summer
and was in the recent Open Photography
Exhibition.
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Ian Mattingly
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I trained in and worked as a typographer
and graphic designer which led to an
interest in the less ephemeral art/craft of
calligraphy and creative lettering. This work
can be enjoyed as hand written letter forms,
as decorative coloured shapes between
letters and as a response to the meaning of
the words themselves.
ianmattinglyart.co.uk

Deep Peace
(November 2017)
12 x 40 cm
Watercolour

Girl with a Green Nose and a Wonky Leg
(circa 2016)
55 x 40 cm
Oil on board

Jim McGuigan

This was painted in St Ives a couple of
years ago when I was going through a brief
Fauvist phase.
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Sheila Millward
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After a visit to Venice for the first time
painted a 6 x 5ft work which I realized was
not too fashionable any more so – I made the
big decision to cut it down into its new size

Venice
(2017)
56 x 56 cm
Oil on canvas

In 2000 I was lucky enough to have the
opportunity to be a student on an art
course with Neil Moore as my tutor before
completing a fine arts degree at Birmingham
City University.
This followed with various commissions for
portraits and figurative paintings which I
fitted in whilst working in an art gallery.

However a few years back I began to create
textured city and seascape paintings which I
exhibited and sold in galleries in Newcastle,
Chester, Stratford and London.
More recently I am experimenting with
contemporary portraits which I am hoping
to evolve to a style that, whilst enjoyable to
create, also challenges and pushes me to
develop further.

Fractured Moments  
45 x 37 cm
Mixed media

Yvonne Morris

I’ve always loved experimenting with
drawings, colours and textures.
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Virginia Murphy
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Virginia first started painting approximately
20 years ago and developed her own
technique using various media and
experimenting with texture and colour to
create a unique style. As all creative people
develop their own style, Virginia’s evolved
from small watercolours to large acrylic and
oil paintings expressing her love of colour
and nature in bold compositions on canvas.  
Although continuing with painting Virginia
now focuses much of her time on design and
creative arts and crafts. About 5 years ago
she attended several courses in felt making
and creative design. She was really inspired

Parrot Tulips
(February 2018)
61 x 71 cm
Acrylic

from this to experiment with machine
embroidery. So now, as well as painting, she
creates very individual and striking machine
embroidered pictures, using handmade felt
and beautiful materials.
Virginia also runs workshops regularly
in both wet and needle felting and glass
painting. For more details on these please
see her website.
virginiamurphy.co.uk

naesama.wixsite.com/downtothefoxhole

Miss Starlight
(February 2018)
22 x 33.5 cm
Watercolour paper

Nae-sama

Inspired in the song Cry for the Moon from
Epica, it shows the barriers humans build to
cope with reality, even though they know
it’s a lie: “You cannot hide yourself behind a
fairytale forever and ever.”
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Grace Newman
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“I look to the outside; Face the fear.
So safe on the inside. Think I’ll stay here.”
Thoughts from November 1995
gracenewman.co.uk

Nest
(2010)
Approx. 210 x 140 x 140 cm
Wire, plastic tubing, fixtures
Nest has been donated to the
Saltisford Canal Trust

Shanti
(2018)
61 x 61 cm
Acrylic on MDF

Christine O’Sullivan

christineosullivan.com
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Penny Overton
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I mainly paint landscapes, and this one
reflects my family’s fascination with ley lines
when I was growing up in Wiltshire! Odd,
but true.

The Ley Line
(2017)
51 x 76.5 cm
Acrylic and pastel on canvas

He has watched it on and off since the
very first episode was shown on the
23rd November 1963 by the BBC.
As a Fine Artist he felt inspired to create a
piece of art as a tribute to the first episode
which has become a television legend.
From the opening scenes in a junk yard at
76 Totters Lane, Shoreditch, London, Kevin
was mesmerised by the storytelling and
the characters involved and of course the
Police Box in the junk yard. What was it

doing there? We learn that it is a spaceship
that travels through space and time and is
bigger on the inside than the outside. It is
dimensionally transcendental. The Doctor
and his granddaughter Susan (the unearthly
child) are from another world and they
named their spaceship TARDIS. Time and
Relative Dimensions in Space.
The rest is history.
kevinparrish.co.uk

An Unearthly Child (Genesis of Doctor Who)
(1996)
44 x 31 cm
Oil on canvas

Kevin Alun Parrish

Kevin is a fan of the science fiction/fantasy
TV programme called Doctor Who.
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Jay Partridge
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This unique piece was turned on the lathe
by craftsman Jay Partridge from a banksia
seed. It has a fine walnut edge. The lid lifts
off to reveal a secret place to keep small
treasures and the ornate lid is perfect for
placing rings on.
partridgewoodcraft.co.uk

Banksia Seed Treasure Box
(2017)
12 x 6 x 6 cm
Woodturning

Bridgemanimages.com

Moonrise
(2017)
20 x 25 cm
Oil on canvas

Anna Phillips

My work is inspired by my love of the
natural world.
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David Phillips
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“Some say that love’s a little boy, And some
say it’s a bird, Some say it makes the world
go round, And some say that’s absurd,
…When it comes, will it come without
warning…Will it come like a change in the
weather? Will its greeting be courteous or
rough? Will it alter my life altogether?
O tell me the truth about love.” W.H.Auden
The painting is an evocation in visual terms
of the poem, of which I have quoted a
few lines. It springs from the happiness
which suffuses Royal Leamington Spa, the
happiest town in England, according to a
recent survey.

Tell Me the Truth About Love
(2018)
50 x 50 cm
Acrylic on canvas

Neil Grant Phillips
Super Nova
(June 2017)
62 x 62 cm
Glass paint
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Giuseppe Pittarello
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Since my early life I have been interested
and fascinated by art. As a young teenager
I had to leave my beloved Veneto to
find work, and was unable to dedicate
any time to my passion.
Although I had no formal training earlier
in my life, I started to take courses at the
University of Warwick and Warwickshire
College, and have been inspired by excellent
tuition from tutors at both establishments.
I have been painting for over a decade
creating new designs, and paintings,
which very much represent the chapters

State of Mind
(2014)
35 x 46 cm
Acrylic on canvas

and accompanying emotions in my
life. My sources of inspiration generally
come from abstract and surreal artwork,
predominantly executed in acrylic.
Life taught me lessons, and in my painting
State of Mind I am trying to preserve a
specific experience, a site of private memory
and allusions.

Veronika Pock

Veronika Pock is a Stratford Upon Avon artist
and her work can be seen every Sunday at
Stratford Upon Avon’s Waterside Market. Her
style of painting could be described as both
naive and whimsical, her work also has the
tendency to be rather busy. She switches
between deep and serious artwork to fun
and fanciful work as her mood dictates.
Most of her works generate positive warming
feelings and after viewing the viewer is often
seen leaving with a smile. Her work can be
emotionally powerful yet portrayed in her
own fanciful naive style.
oni-p-art.com

Tree of Love
(January 2018)
45.7 x 55.8 cm
Acrylic paint
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Jane Powell
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Janepowell-artist.co.uk

The January Tree
(2017)
60 x 46 cm
Acrylic and ink

The Twins – Waiting and Watching
41 x 51 cm
Acrylic on canvas

Alex Purse

I didn’t break into painting till quite late.
The peace and mediation it gave me was a
blessing, hence this painting of The Twins.
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Cathy Renken
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Painter textile artist and illustrator creating
calming works inspired by natural forms
found in British landscapes, seascapes,
floral meadows, rocks and coves. Cathy
specialises in acrylic painting, silk painted
textiles, quilting hand and machine
embroidery and has designed and illustrated
several educational colouring books.

Alliums
(July 2017)
40 x 40 cm
Acrylic painting

With Thanks to R M  
(2018)
13.5 x 18 cm
COE90 glass with added dichroic panel

Mark Robbins

A worker who currently focuses almost
exclusively on COE90 glass. Influences
include modern and contemporary asian art,
Japanese microtextiles and also the work of
Katie Paterson.
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Hilary Roberts
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I enjoy photographing a wide range of
subjects, but Cuba is very close to my
heart. This image says it all as it contains
many things you will see on a stroll through
Havana – an old American car, a mural of
Che Guevara, a lady dressed all in white who
belongs to the old, African, Santaria religion.
There are also some young, modern,
scantily clad Cuban girls, washing hanging
on the balcony and the ubiquitous bed and
breakfast sign.
hilaryrobertsphotography.com

Cuba Libre
(2016)
40.5 x 30.5 cm
Giclée print on textured, archival art paper

Autumn Up and Away
24 x 19 cm
GR porcelain and glass

Gabrielle Rucinski

gabirucinski.co.uk
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Les Rucinski
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Available in various sizes.
Framed prints available directly from artist.
Prices on application.
lesrucinski.com

As yet Unnamed
(December 2017) and getting it’s
first outing now
Digitally captured image via flatbed scanner

Warwick Castle
(2000)
59 x 69 cm
Oils on canvas

Olga Rudenko

I am a self-taught artist who works in oils,
acrylic and pastels. I create landscapes,
city scapes and seascapes as well as
creating portraits!
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Alysia Rose Russell
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From the age of 10 (I am 14 now) I’ve been
fascinated with drawing eyes, as they are
such a prominent feature on people, often
the first thing noticed. The fact that the iris
doesn’t change as people age, unlike the
rest of the physical appearance, is also
intriguing. More recently in the past year I’ve
started drawing faces, they really interest
me because they are all so different meaning
I never get bored of drawing them. This
recent piece depicts a face in the process of
coming to life from on the paper, finished but
not complete.
alysiaroseart.com

Intrigue
(March 2018)
29.7 x 42 cm
Graphite drawing on heavyweight paper

A Place to Dream  
(2016)
120 x 50 cm
Acrylic

Sylvie Sarabia

This was going to be a picture of my garden
pond, but, whilst the flowers, plants and
trees shown were all there, it grew into
something far more exotic and dreamlike
than the reality. I made the ivy clad tree a
strong feature of my painting, as this is the
home to many of the birds and squirrels that
flit around my garden.
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Nick Seale
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The painting is based on a collage of pencil
sketches and photos taken at a theatre in
Buenos Aires.

Tango Night
(May 2017)
61 x 45 cm
Acrylic

work, every painting and every drawing is a
learning curve to extend and fascinate.
I am constantly trying to develop ideas to
communicate to my viewers, to focus on
how we relate to our environment, social
history and more importantly, our
personal past.
gillianshadbolt.co.uk

I paint from observation and inspiration,
from aspects of nature to more figurative

In Gold and Saffron  
100 x 50 cm

Gillian Shadbolt

I identify myself primarily as a painter,
although my work often includes other
materials, to make more interesting marks,
and to take my practice further. I am
currently studying for my Fine Art and
Contemporary Culture degree as a mature
student. This is a really important step for
me to achieve a long standing goal, but
more importantly to enable me to focus on
my search to find something deeper and
more personal in my work.
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Ray Shields
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Being from Ashington, home of ‘The Pitmen
Painters’ I have started to follow their lead,
and paint the North East’s industrial past.

At the Face
90 x 60 cm
Oil on canvas

Dancing Tree, Ballachulish Forest, Scotland
(July 2016)
Photograph

Robert Shuttleworth

incidentalimages.co.uk
Instagram: shutterrob
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Anya Simmons
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anyasimmons.co.uk

Salcombe Regatta
(March 2018)
57 x 39 cm
Mixed media

Gilded Guinea Fowl
(January 2018)
22 x 39 x 22 cm
Powertex clays and gilding

Annette Smyth

annettesmyth.co.uk
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Graham Snape
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The challenge for this picture was the fact
that the Chateau is completely masked by
a row of mature trees, shown in a ghost
outline, which made capturing the whole
building quite difficult.

Wedding Venue, Gémenos
(August 2017)
42 x 29.6 cm
Ink on paper

Ground Exploration
(February 2018)
40 x 40 cm
Acrylic

Sue Southorn

southorn.info
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Ray Spence
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This is a unique image on glass, using the
wet plate collodion method invented in 1851
by Frederick Scott Archer.

life images for Open Studios 2017 and
subsequently exhibited in Shadow
Merchants at Argentea Gallery in Birmingham.

A piece of glass is hand coated with a
collodion solution which is then sensitised in
Silver Nitrate. The resulting glass plate is then
placed in a large format plate camera and an
exposure made while the plate is still wet.

rayspence.co.uk

The plate is then developed and fixed to
create a unique silver image on glass.
This image was created for a series of still

Walking Woman
(2017)
12.7 x 12.7 cm
Wet plate collodion

Half-Crescent Moon
(2016)
65 x 80 cm
Oil on canvas

Suminder

suminder.com
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Stephen Thornton
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My interests are mainly musical, as I play
the guitar, so I wished to honour the legacy
left by Allan Holdsworth. I have no direct
influences regarding specific artists, as I
work in trance and believe in process rather
than technique… the subject matter is the
primary focus.
If you would like to contact me regarding
possible commissions, please email:
metanoia.sjt23@gmail.com

A.H. (In Memoriam)
(2017)
30.5 x 30.5 cm
Acrylic on canvas

some degree. Under these influences and
subject to the vital approach of the Artist the
work grows organically. A visible history of
development embodied and so we have a
piece that will stir the senses.
marktilleysculpture.co.uk

Veracity
(1996)
190 x 95 x 85 cm
Cold worked steel, wax polish

Mark Tilley

I enjoy the challenge of bringing together
the different elements to make a piece of
art. Every material has a character there
to be exploited. This can be achieved
through a variety of processes and each
will bring about a transformation. Material
and process will combine to impose their
own stylisation. This in turn introduces an
element of unreality. Add to this the element
of chance that can be controlled but only to
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Silvena Toncheva
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Ode to the Apple Eaters
Honey watercolour on paper

Plant with Red Background
(2017)
55 x 70 cm
Oil on canvas

Jonathan Treadwell

jonathantreadwell.com
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David Troughton
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davidtroughton.co.uk

Sleeping Rooms
(2017)
80 x 100 cm
Acrylic on canvas

Janet is also a graphic designer and
currently completing her part-time Fine
Art & Contemporary Cultures degree at
Warwickshire College.
janettryner.com

City Quay
(2017)
20 x 19 cm
Mixed media, acrylic and ink

Janet Tryner

Semi-abstract mixed-media painting of
boats moored at a quay in the city at night.
Exhibited at the RBSA in 2017.
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Nancy Upshall
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The starting point for this painting was a very
much enlarged detail from a chain saw cut
on an ancient oak tree stump.

Metamorphosis
(2017)
32 x 32 cm

Amsterdam
(2017)
100 x 120 cm
Acrylic on canvas

Mary Usher-Thomas

Painting is a hobby I have pursued for over
35 years. The enjoyment of creating is
immense, and the source of my inspiration is
varied. I enjoy working in all mediums, and
constantly incorporate new techniques to
expand my means of expression.
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Dominica Vaughan
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Life
(2018)
60.5 x 45 cm
Oil on canvas

Fetish House III
(2017)
18 x 9 x 8 cm
Wire, recycled plastic

Eric Klein Velderman

erickleinvelderman.com
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Chris Watts
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People, places and events seen,
remembered and imagined on reacquainting
with Bristol and absent friends.
chriswattsartist.com

River Crescent Estuary Punk
(2018)
82 x 56 cm
Mixed media

River Reflections
(January 2018)
Digital image

Robert Watts

I am an amateur photographer who enjoys
taking photographs of mainly landscapes,
still life and abstracts but also of any other
subjects that take my eye. This image was
taken only a stones-throw from the LSA
gallery. It is a reflection from a willow tree in
the River Leam taken on the 19 January 2018.
The image has had very little post process
work and cropped to a square format.
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Kathy Webster
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kathywebster.co.uk

Samuel’s Paintbrush
(2018)
25 x 25 cm
Acrylic on canvas

We had an enjoyable day out at Benthall
Hall, Shropshire, and the view from the car
park across the open countryside fitted well
with my project as set for our art group.

Through the Hedge
(April 2017)
28 x 38 cm
Coloured pencil (Caran. D’Ache) on a
Waterford Hot Press 425gsm
watercolour paper

R H Whitington

I enjoy drawing and have been attending
art class for about ten years following my
retirement from work. My favourite medium
is coloured pencil.
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Christine Wilkinson
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Christine Wilkinson...film | pencil | pixels
This is photographic work which focuses
on light and the abstract. The images are
created partly with analogue and partly
with digital techniques. The work captures
a fleeting moment when light and colour
become shape and form. Almost like a
form of drawing I create patterns and
shapes using exposure, hue, luminosity
and contrast. I grew up in Leamington Spa,
studied art at London College of Printing
and postgraduate filmmaking at Middlesex

Blush
(2017)
60 x 60 cm
Digital print

University and went on to have a career as
a film/tv camerawoman. I currently live and
work in central London.
The works have been used in diverse
projects ranging from interior design
installations in the USA to pattern design for
chinaware in Hong Kong and as a backlit
feature wall in London’s Fetter Lane.
christinewilkinson.art
instagram.com/_christinewilkinson/

gumptionmag.co.uk

Vein  
Azores (April 2017)
Aluminium panel photography

Cherry Williams

Nature, wildlife and trips to far-flung places
feature heavily in Cherry’s work, a curious
soul she likes to reproduce her work in
different ways, this piece is part of her
Azores series on aluminium panels. A writer,
her photography predominately appears
in magazines alongside her articles. This
year saw her photography and poetry in the
recent Look exhibition at East Lodge and a
book of photography and poetry produced in
collaboration with fellow poet Clay Lowe is
to be published this year.
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James Williams
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I am a recent Illustration & Graphics
graduate who is currently located and
working as an e-learning designer in
Leamington Spa. I see myself as a versatile
illustrator and designer, being able to create
designs that can fit a range of mediums
and subjects. Projects undertaken during
my final year at university included creating
posters for documentary films, branding
for degree shows, pattern design and
experimental book covers. I have undertaken
exchange trips to China as well as a

A Walk in the Woods
(August 2017)
21 x 29 x 5 cm
Layered paper

one year study placement at San Pablo
University in Madrid. Doing these allowed
me to meet new people, come up with
exciting ideas and give me the confidence
to work in new environments and adapt to
exciting situations and cultures.
jameswilliamsillustration.com

Disturbing the Peace
(2015)
67 x 42 cm
Oil on canvas

Bruce Wilton

Always known as ‘Black Bridge’ Whitnash,
happy hunting ground in the 1950s, train
spotting, girls, long summer days. I taught
myself to paint many years ago. I have
successful results and sometimes I don’t,
but I never give up. Keep painting.
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John Yeadon
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This is from a series that takes as its subject
nuclear power. These digitally assisted
paintings, drawings and watercolours are
largely from photographs of television
documentaries on the nuclear industry. They
owe their existence to my renewed interest
in 1950 technology with the rediscovery
of my parody on computer art, Portrait of
a Dead WITCH, the 1983 painting of the

Rods/Sellafield
(2018)
42 x 59 cm
Acrylic, chalk, crayon, on paper

Dekatron/Harwell WITCH computer. This
painting and a 2nd version of the Dekatron/
Harwell WITCH were recently exhibited at The
National Museum Of Computing, in Bletchley
Park where this computer now resides.
johnyeadon.com
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Nick Kaijaks

Ros Kaijaks
Bryan Kelly
Usha Khosla
Esther Kinnersley
Charlotte Kirkham
Edith Kovacs
Alison Lambert
Robert Lavers
Julie Law
Andrew Lawrence
David Lewis
Anthony Leydon
Angus Liddell
Rachel Liddell
Jill Lloyd
Ben Lockwood
Nicholas Logan
Alison Longwill
Peter Lovelock
Lis Mann
Teresa Mantle
Noreen Mason
Kay Matthews
Ian Mattingly
Nicole Mays
Jim McGuigan
Patrick McHale
Stephen Melville
Georgina Middleton
Rik Middleton
Beata Izabela Miller
Michele Miller
Sheila Millward
Antoine Mitchell
Christine Moore
Sarah Moore
Nivaria Morales
Sueli Moreton
Martha
Moreton-Smith
Yvonne Morris
Cesar Jose
Mota da Silva
Ann Mount
John Murphy
Virginia Murphy
Grace Newman
Christine O’Sullivan
Penny Overton

Beverley Oxford
John Oxford
Emma Palmer
Karen Parker
Kevin Parrish
Chris Partridge
Claire Partridge
Jay Partridge
Anna Phillips
David Phillips
Jenny Phillips
Neil Phillips
Kim Philpotts
Giuseppe Pittarello
Archie Pitts
Marianne Pitts
Veronika Pock
Jane Powell
Philippa Powell
Rosemary Preen
Alex Purse
Annabel Rainbow
Cathy Renken
Sophie Renken
David Rhodes
Mark Robbins
Hilary Roberts
Julie Robinson
Janet Rose
Gabrielle Rucinski
Leslie Rucinski
Olga Rudenko
Alysia Rose Russell
Mary Sylvie Sarabia
Roger Sargent
Linda Scannell
Nick Seale
Clari Searle
Isobel Shackleton
Gillian Shadbolt
Hazel Shaw
Gail Sheppard
Ray Shields
Robert
Shuttleworth
Anya Simmons
John Smith
Kay Smith

Patricia Smith
Jacqui Smithson
Annette Smyth
Graham Snape
Sue Southorn
Ray Spence
Kelvin Sprague
Suminder
Maureen Taylor
Hansje Te Velde
Stephen Thornton
Mark Tilley
Silvena Toncheva
Jonathan Treadwell
David Troughton
Janet Tryner
Emily Tudge
Paul Tyler
Nancy Upshall
Mary Usher-Thomas
Vera Vasiljevic
Dominica Vaughan
Eric Klein Velderman
Charlotte Watts
Chris Watts
Georgina Watts
Margaret Watts
Robert Watts
Lynnette Weaver
Kathy Webster
Edith Whatling
Sue White
Ruth Whitington
Christine Wilkinson
Cherry Williams
James Williams
Heather Wilson
Hilary Wilson
Bruce Wilton
Kate Wiltshire
Rebecca
Woodbine-Cusdin
Julia Yarrow
John Yeadon
Ann Yeomans
Richard Yeomans
Noriko Young
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LeamingtonStudioArtists

Purposes of the charity
and what we do

LSA Trustees

T

Alison Chantrey

he Leamington Studio Artists exists for the benefit of the local community
by promoting and fostering the interest and appreciation of all forms of
the visual arts in and around Royal Leamington Spa. The Society is
committed to assisting its artist members by encouraging professional practice
and organizing visual art exhibitions, events and other opportunities for the
general public to experience their work. We encourage and support local arts
events and showing our members work at local galleries thus providing access
to art for all.
We also aim to advance the visual arts by providing and managing
personal studio spaces for local artists at a reasonable cost.
We aim to provide educational and gallery space within our organization in
order to persuade local artists of distinction, as well as our own members, to
run arts courses and exhibitions available to all. We publish our highly regarded
journal ArtSpace, the content of which features articles on the work of
individual members, reviews of local exhibitions, book reviews and news about
the art world in general.

Join us and share our passion for art
LSA’s membership embraces artists working at all levels, from talented
professionals to beginners, and in a variety of forms: painters, sculptors,
potters, photographers, textile artists etc. We welcome new members whether
artists or those who are just interested in art. If you would like to become part of
our artistic community and are willing to participate in voluntary activities such
as spending time running a gallery, writing for ArtSpace, helping to organize
events or just supporting our cause, then please join us.
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Soolie Burke
James Callaghan
Tony Cartwright
David Haedicke
Meurig Hughes
Dave Phillips

ArtSpace team
Chair Clive Engwell
Editor Lucy Ovanesyan editor@lsa-artists.org
Editorial Advisers Karen Parker, Dave Phillips
Art Director Clive Richards
Production Malcolm Waterhouse
Proofreader Julia Engwell

Corporate sponsors

2018

A year’s LSA
membership
gives you all
these benefits:

n

Opportunities to exhibit your work

n

Invitations to private views

n

A free copy of ArtSpace the LSA journal

n

Opportunities to meet artists working in all media

n

Commission only exhibiting of prints and
greetings cards

n

Promotion of your work through links to your own
website (or an LSA – provided profile page)

n

Affordable studios (subject to availability)

LSA organisation and corporate sponsors

New members welcome

Forms are available from the membership secretary at
membership@lsa-artists.org
Alternatively, you may download the forms or join online at
www.lsa-artists.org/joining
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piece by Ursula Westwood (student) www.ursulawestwood.com

We offer a wide variety of full and part time courses in the creative arts
Part time and leisure courses include:
Art Therapy
Adobe Creative Suite and Interactive Media
Ceramics
Fine Art
Furniture Workshops and Woodturning
Glass & Jewellery
Interiors
Life Drawing & Painting and Drawing
Photography
Sewing, Dressmaking, Textiles, Creative Workshops
Upholstery and Soft Furnishings
Call us on: 01926 318233 or visit warwickshire.ac.uk to find out more

2018

Jephson Gardens Royal Leamington Spa

4th & 5th AUGUST 10am - 6pm

Art, Music, Performances, Local Food & Drink

Free Entry
www.artinpark.co.uk

leamingtonartinthepark

@ AITPLeamington

@ aitpleamington

6

£4.00

